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Abstract—We introduce a framework for provisioning end-to-
end (E2E) managed video services over a multi-domain SDN,
where different domains may be operated by different network
providers. The proposed framework enables efficient dynamic
management of network resources for network providers and
ability to request the desired level of quality of experience (QoE)
for end users. In the proposed fully-distributed E2E service
framework, controllers of different domains negotiate with each
other for the service level parameters of specific flows. The main
contributions of this paper are a framework to provide E2E
video services over multi-domain SDN, where functions that
manage E2E services can collaborate with functions that manage
network resources of respective domains, and a procedure for
optimization of service parameters within each domain. The
proposed framework and procedure have been verified over
a newly developed large-scale multi-domain SDN emulation
environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Supporting traffic differentiation and specialized multime-
dia services with different service-levels driven by end-user
preferences and choice, in addition to the open (best-effort)
Internet, will be a valuable feature of future networks.

Over the years, there have been many traffic engineering
(TE) proposals to improve network performance and provide
quality of service (QoS) over classical IP networks, including
integrated services (IntServ), differentiated services (DiffServ),
multi-label packet switching (MPLS) [1], application layer
traffic optimization (ALTO), and path computation element
(PCE) [2] over a single operator network. In order to negotiate
service level agreements (SLA) between different network
domains, bandwidth broker [3] and other architectures have
been proposed [4]. Constrained path computation, a key com-
ponent of traffic engineering and QoS provisioning, determines
the best path that each traffic type should follow given the
network state, and provides the route for each label switched
path (LSP) that is set up. Typically, these computations are
done at the head end of each LSP. PCE aims to separate route
computations from signaling of end-to-end (E2E) connections
and from actual packet forwarding. However, the plethora of
network protocols to be supported and amount of computation
needed at each router to enable traffic engineering make
current Internet routers too heavy and too expensive for QoS
provisioning.

As a promising alternative, OpenFlow represents a vision
of software-defined networks (SDN) where network control
functions are separated from actual packet forwarding. SDN
has made crucial impact on data center networks by allowing

automatic network reconfiguration everytime a virtual server
has been moved to a different physical machine. It is expected
to make a similar impact for service provider networks in
the form of multi-domain SDN or software-defined wide-
area networks (SD-WAN). A standard SDN controller has
visibility of all network resources within a domain which
makes traffic engineering within the domain practical. In
multi-domain SDN, controllers of different domains need to
communicate and negotiate with each other about the service
level parameters of a specific service request [5], [6]. In our
previous work, we proposed a fully-distributed multi-domain
SDN architecture [7] and extended standard SDN controller
by adding inter-controller communication and service-level
negotiation functions [6], [8]. These functionalities enable
dynamic E2E service-level negotiation and traffic engineering
over a multi-domain SDN in a scalable manner. The main
advantage of implementing traffic engineering and E2E qual-
ity of service/experience management using OpenFlow/SDN
framework rather than the MPLS fabric is scalability, since
in the OpenFlow/SDN framework signalling for flow (label)
management needs to be carried out only between controllers
rather than all routers along a path.

This paper describes a framework to provide E2E video
services over multi-domain SDN and a procedure for opti-
mization of service parameters within each domain. We briefly
summarize the distributed multi-domain SDN architecture in
Section II. We introduce the proposed E2E video service
framework in Section III. We present a multi-domain SDN
emulation environment to validate our framework and experi-
mental results in Section IV and conclusions in Section V.

II. A DISTRIBUTED MULTI-DOMAIN SDN ARCHITECTURE

This section presents a general framework for enabling
dynamic, E2E service-level negotiation over a distributed
multi-domain SDN. In the proposed framework, each do-
main controller has complete control of its own intra-domain
routing, while it communicates and negotiates with other
domain controllers for inter-domain routing with the desired
service-level. The proposed inter-domain E2E service-level
management model is dynamic. In case the negotiated service-
level cannot be fulfilled anymore due to new service requests
or link failures, the service parameters are re-negotiated and
E2E paths are recomputed in real-time. In order to realize this
vision, we propose to extend a standard SDN controller that
traditionally manages a single domain with i) multi-domain
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controller-to-controller (C2C) communication extensions and
ii) E2E service-level management extensions, which are de-
picted in Fig.1 in green and blue boxes, respectively. We
have implemented these extensions on top of Floodlight [9]
controller. We elaborate on these extended functionalities in
the following.

A. Controller to Controller Communication

As a first step, controllers of different domains need to
automatically discover/authenticate each other, without a need
for manual configuration as it is done today. To this effect, we
have proposed reactive and proactive discovery processes [8].

C2C Messaging Manager performs LLDP-like mechanism
for discovering neighbor domain controllers and border gate-
ways. Information about the non-neighbor domain controllers
are received through Topology and Link Information Sharing
messages sent by the controllers of the neighbor domains.
The information collected in the discovery process is stored
in Controller Information Base (CIB) of each controller where
each entry contains controller ID, border gateway switch DPID
to access the neighbor domain and status of the controller.

C2C messaging may be out-of-band (i.e., traverse a separate
control plane network) through east/westbound interface or in-
band through southbound interface using OpenFlow compati-
ble data plane messages. In-band messaging option does not
create scalability problems since messaging is between domain
controllers through only border gateways and not all switches.

B. Data-Plane Monitoring

Each domain controller monitors its own data-plane network
and calculates network parameters through a Monitoring Man-
ager (extension to core controller modules). Link bandwidths
in use are estimated via per-port/per-queue statistics requested
from the switches using periodic StatisticsRequest and Statis-
ticsReply messages provided by the OpenFlow protocol [10].
The durations between request and reply messages between
controller and switches are used for estimating the control-
plane delay. We use the method proposed in [11] for measuring
the delay at each link between switches and inter-domain links
between border gateways of peering domains. Delay variations
on these links are also calculated by differences of estimated
delays.
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Fig. 1: SDN controller with multi-domain communication and
end-to-end service management capabilities
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TABLE I: C2C messaging protocol packet structures: (a) Packet structure for controller advertisement
(b) Packet structure for topology and link sharing (c) Packet structure for link update.

domain controller can abstract its network as a set of vir-
tual links with associated costs and properties connecting its
border gateways and advertises either full map or abstracted
map to other peer controllers. All domain controllers are
autonomous peers (same level) and maintain their own domain
information base (DIB) and a global network information base
(GNIB). DIB contains full topology and resources for its own
domain. GNIB contains an aggregated global network map
consisting of abstracted maps for all domains and connections
between border gateways. The controllers periodically synch
their GNIB through update messages to keep the global map
current.

C2C Messaging may be out-of-band (i.e., traverse a sep-
arate control plane network) through the east/westbound API
or in some cases in-band through data plane messages. In-
band messaging option does not create scalability problems
since messaging is only between some domain controllers and
not all switches. The proposed system architecture includes
three types of C2C messaging for controller and border
gateway discovery, topology/link sharing, and topology/link
update, which are described in sections II-A, II-B and II-C,
respectively.

A. Messaging for Controller and Border Gateway Discovery

We propose a messaging procedure for controllers of
different domains to automatically discover/authenticate each
other, without a need for manual configuration as it is done
today. The controller of a domain becomes aware of another
domain if it is directly connected to another controller or one
of its border gateways is connected to a border gateway of
the other, which will initiate a controller and border gateway
discovery process. The discovery process by messaging over
the data plane is illustrated in Fig.1. When port 10 of switch
1 is connected to port 20 of switch 2, Controller 1 gets

Fig. 1: Controller discovery process.

a port_status message from switch 1 indicating the change
in its ports. Then, Controller 1 sends a packet_out message
carrying ID information to be sent from port 10 to switch
1, which forwards the ID information to port 20 of switch
2. Since there is no action for this packet in the flow table
of switch 2, switch 2 forwards the packet to Controller 2.
Hence, the ID information reaches Controller 2. Controller 2
reciprocates the process to identify itself to Controller 1. The
structure of the packet_out payload for controller discovery is
presented in Table Ia. Discovery messages are sent periodically
to check current status of pool of discovered controllers. The
information gathered through the controller discovery process
is stored in the Controller Information Base (CIB) table of each
controller. CIB table contains remote controller ID, status that
are necessary to identify and access the discovered controllers.

B. Messaging for Topology and Link Sharing

Each domain controller has full view of the topology for
their own domain, but does not have access to the topology of
other domains as operators often want to hide their physical
network topology. Thus, sharing minimum aggregated topol-
ogy information between domain controllers may be essential
for confidentiality/security as well as inter-domain messaging
overhead. Fig.2 illustrates an exemplary multi-domain SDN
network topology with 4 domains. The complete network
topology is presented in Fig.2a, while the aggregated model as
seen by a particular domain controller is presented in Fig.2b.
The unfilled and filled dots stand for intra-domain switches and
border gateways, respectively. We denote the links connecting
two border gateways as inter-domain link, while all other links
are denoted as intra-domain links. The original network is
aggregated by replacing intra-domain links by a set of virtual
links between border gateways that are the end points of
inter-domain links. Each domain controller also monitors the

(a) (b)

Domain 1 Domain 3

Domain 4

Domain 2

Domain 1

Domain 2
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Fig. 2: Exemplary multi-domain SDN network topology:
(a) Complete network topology, (b) global network topology

as seen by controller of domain 1.

Fig. 2: Sample multi-domain SDN network topology: (a)
Complete network topology, (b) Global network topology as
seen by controller of domain 1

C. Topology and Link Information Sharing

Each domain controller has full view of the topology for
its own domain, but does not have access to the topology
of other domains. Sharing some topology information be-
tween domain controllers is essential for inter-domain flow
management. Only aggregated information will be shared for
confidentiality/security reasons as operators wish to hide their
physical network topology as well as to minimize inter-domain
messaging overhead. Fig.2 illustrates a multi-domain SDN
with 4 domains. The complete network topology is presented
in Fig.2a, while aggregated model as seen by a particular
domain controller is presented in Fig.2b. The unfilled and filled
dots stand for intra-domain switches and border gateways,
respectively. Links connecting two border gateways are called
inter-domain links, while all other links are called intra-domain
links. The original network is aggregated by replacing intra-
domain links by a set of virtual links between border gateways
that are the end points of inter-domain links. The monitored
network resource information is also aggregated. We estimate
the parameters for virtual links by solving least cost path
problem minimizing total delay and hop count. Obviously,
network and link information aggregation introduces some
imprecision on the global network state information but this is
necessary for confidentiality/security and tolerable to compute
initial E2E route candidates as described in Section III. After
a controller is discovered via the controller discovery process,
a PacketOut message containing the aggregated topology and
virtual link information is sent to the related border gateway
which forwards the message to the discovered controller. All
controllers share aggregated network information, such that
each can store a global network map with parameters, such
as available link capacities and delays, in a Global Network
Information Base (GNIB) together with Domain Information
Base (DIB) that contains full topology and resources for its
own domain. Controllers periodically syncs their GNIB to
keep the global map current.

III. END-TO-END VIDEO SERVICE FRAMEWORK

This section proposes a dynamic E2E video flow manage-
ment framework based on the distributed multi-domain SDN
architecture introduced in Section II. We support three levels
of service: i) assured quality (resource reservation), ii) best-
effort-plus (BE+), and iii) best-effort (BE). When a user (USR)
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requests a video service from a video content provider (VCP),
it triggers the following procedure, which is summarized in
Fig.3: 1) The controller of the network provider that USR
receives service from (C1 in Fig.3) prompts the USR with
the desired service-level options. 2) The VCP specifies the
QoS parameters (e.g., minimum/maximum bitrate and delay)
for the service requested, which differ for UHD or HD video
streaming or Real Time Communication (RTC) service (in
Fig.3, this QoS specification message first goes to C3, and
then C3 to C1). 3) The controller of the USR’s domain decides
on the traffic class, and initiates a negotiation process for
improved service levels. No negotiation is conducted for best
effort services. The controller of the USR’s (source of the
request) domain: i) initially computes a number of candidate
paths from border gateways of the VSP’s domain to its domain
based on its current aggregated global network map stored in
GNIB, ii) sends messages to controllers along the candidate
paths to request service bids, iii) compares received bids (avail-
able service parameters and price), calculates the optimum
virtual path fixing only entry and exit border gateways for
each domain, and notifies the controllers along the chosen
path. 4) Controllers of each domain along the chosen path
finally decides for the actual physical routes to be followed
in their respective domains given the entry and exit border
gateways. The final physical route is obtained by concatenation
of the routes provided by respective domain controllers. 5) The
Service Monitoring Module in the controller of the USR’s
domain monitors whether the agreed service parameters are
satisfied for each service. A re-negotiation process is initiated
if the service agreement cannot be fulfilled by one of the
domains at any time. We now discuss the details of these steps.

A. Inter-Domain Path Calculation

Given the aggregated global network map, stored in GNIB,
with costs, e.g., delay, of virtual links, the controller in the
source domain decides for a short list of best inter-domain
E2E paths. This problem can be posed as a Constrained Least
Cost (CLC) problem. An aggregate global network model
is presented by a simple graph Ga

g(N
a
g , A

a
g), where Na

g is

2) The VCP specifies the QoS parameters (minimum throughput and maximum delay) for 
the service requested, which differ for UHD or HD video streaming or RTC service.      
(In Figure 3, this QoS specification message first goes to 𝐶3, and then 𝐶3 to 𝐶1.) 

3) The controller of the user’s domain decides on the traffic class, and initiates a negotiation 
process for GQ and IQ service grades. No negotiation is conducted for a best effort 
service. The controller of user’s domain i) initially computes a number of candidate paths 
from the source node (in its domain) to a border gateway of the destination domain based 
on its current aggregated global network map, ii) sends messages to controllers along   
the candidate paths to request SLA bids, iii) compares received bids (available service 
parameters and price), calculates the optimum virtual path fixing only entry and exit 
border gateways for each domain, and notifies controllers along the chosen path about  
the final SLA. If an agreement cannot be reached for the first candidate path, then         
the process is repeated for the second candidate path. iv) the controllers of each domain 
along the chosen path then decides for the actual physical paths to be followed within 
their respective domains given the entry and exit border gateways (see intra-domain 
traffic engineering in Section 3.4). The final physical route is obtained by concatenation 
of paths provided by respective domain controllers.  

4) The service monitoring module in the source domain controller monitors whether         
the agreed SLA parameters are satisfied by each domain. A re-negotiation process is 
initiated if the SLA cannot be fulfilled by one of the domains at any time due to link 
failures or other service requests, and e2e paths are recomputed in real-time. 
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Figure 3: e2e video service setup between user (USR) and video content provider (VCP). 

3.4 Intra-domain Traffic Engineering and QoS by Queue Management 

Several classical methods and optimization frameworks already exist for traffic engineering 
within a single operator network with only the best effort service. Yet, the drawbacks are 
well-known. RSVP, signaling protocol to reserve QoS enabled paths does not scale. DiffServ 
provides only a per-hop quality of service. Both Diffserv and RSVP rely on a shortest path 
routing only. The shortest path routing is not sufficient for video traffic with different grades 

Fig. 3: E2E video service setup between user (USR) and video
content provider (VCP).

the set of border gateways and Aa
g is the set of all virtual

links connecting the border gateways, so that link (i, j) is an
ordered pair, outgoing from node i and incoming to node j. Let
Rv(s, t) denote all virtual paths (subsets of Aa

g) from source
node s to a border node t in the destination domain. For any
E2E virtual path r ∈ Rv(s, t), we define the total cost fC(r)
and E2E constraint fE(r) using suitable measures. The CLC
problem aims to find

r∗a = argmin
r
{fc(r)|r ∈ Rv(s, t), fE(r) ≤ Emax}

i.e., a path r∗a over the aggregated graph that minimizes the
cost fC(r) subject to constraint fE(r) to be less than or equal
to Emax. We use link delays as cost fC(r) and a certain value
for E2E delay variation as constraint Emax. We solve multiple
instances of this problem, each time randomly removing some
links on previously calculated inter-domain paths of the global
network, to find alternate inter-domain path candidates.

B. Inter-Controller SLA Negotiation

Once inter-domain path candidates are determined, negoti-
ation for the requested service with domain controllers along
each candidate path is performed. The inter-controller SLA
negotiation is a recursive messaging process. If controller
for domain A wishes to send messages to controllers of
domains B, C, and D for a desired inter-domain route A-B-
C-D, then controller A sends a message to only controller
B. If controller B cannot respond positively, then it sends a
negative reply to controller A and no further messages are
exchanged. Otherwise, controller B sends a request message
to next domain controller C. The messaging process continues
until the message reaches the destination controller D. If the
destination controller replies positively, then positive reply
messages back track from D to C, C to B, and B to A; hence
all controllers along the path have accepted a particular SLA.
As response messages backtrack from destination domain to
source domain, each controller adds its own response field
to the message. If an agreement cannot be reached for the
first candidate path, then the process is repeated for the
second candidate path. The proposed recursive messaging
scheme is efficient in terms of total messages exchanged
between controllers to reach an SLA agreement. Information
for each requested or approved services (e.g., service-level,
requested parameters/constraints, service id, etc.) are stored in
Service Information Base (SIB) and used for optimizing routes
dynamically.

C. Optimization of Service Parameters within a Domain

Once an agreement on the requested service parameters is
reached, controllers of each domain along the chosen path
are notified, and they allocate resources within their domain
considering the service related constraints (e.g., minimum
bandwidth). Domains containing server or client calculate path
between server/client node and their border gateway nodes,
while transit domains compute path between entry and exit
border gateways.
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Resource allocation procedure should consider already ex-
isting video service flows when deciding the route for new
incoming requests. Consequently, the intra-domain path com-
putation unit performs resource allocation process for all
switches within its own domain for each service flow to
optimize path computation subject to QoS constraints. As
OpenFlow support queuing actions, queue-based QoS opti-
mization approaches are possible. In our recent work [12],
we provide queue allocation optimization method for adaptive
video streaming for multiple users with multiple service-levels
within a single domain, where switch ports are configured
with a fixed number of queues at particular capacities. In our
optimization model, service-levels are associated with different
per-bandwidth subscription plans for its customers and ISP
tries to maximize its revenue by satisfying video parameter
constraints of service requesting clients. Intra-domain path
computation unit solves the optimization problem, and decides
a bandwidth allocated over a sequence of queues forming a
path within its domain. The final route is obtained by stitching
the final paths computed by each domain controller.

D. Service Monitoring and Re-Negotiation

Each domain controller has a Service Monitoring Manager
module that periodically tracks its active services in the SIB
to check whether negotiated SLAs are delivered within some
tolerance limits. For each service, it keeps throughput and
delay statistics and compares them with the agreed service
parameters. There exists two potential reasons for an agreed
SLA may not be fulfilled: 1) Although assured quality services
are subject to admission control and guaranteed by resource
reservation, there is no admission control for intermediate
quality services and intermediate level SLA may not be
fulfilled during periods of increased demand. 2) There may be
a link break down in one of the domains; hence, even assured
quality SLAs cannot be met. When either of these conditions
are detected, a re-negotiation process is initiated.

IV. SYSTEM VERIFICATION AND EVALUATION

A. Emulation Environment

We verify the proposed multi-domain service-level aware
managed video services framework over a new large-scale
multi-domain SDN emulation environment that we developed.

We adopt the well-known transit-stub (domain) topology
model [13], which supports a hierarchy that is similar to
real inter-networks. We assume each domain has a single
controller. Each operator network is composed of backbone
switches and stub domains connected to them. Stub domains,
which are leaves of the backbone network, represent access
networks or enterprise/local area networks such as campus
networks. We assume that each stub domain has a single
gateway switch. Since location has significant importance in
direct connectivity of switches, we use exponential random
distribution model (according to geographical distance) to
determine connectivity among switches [13]. The bandwidth
and delay of the links between switches are determined taking
the hierarchical structure of transit-stub topology model into

account where inter-domain link delay and queue capacities
is up to 10 times greater than that of intra-domain. Once
the multi-domain topology model is generated, resulting links
and switches are created using Mininet Cluster edition 2.2.0
[14] allowing us to distribute nodes and links between several
remote servers. Smaller model is depicted in Fig.4. Note that
intra-domain links are virtual Ethernet links, whereas the inter-
domain links are SSH links.

Background TCP traffic is emulated with iPerf [15] where
particular Mininet hosts are running specific scripts based
on its designated role in the network e.g., server or client.
Each client receives data at a particular bitrate (assumed to
have Poisson distribution with 4 Mbps mean) and duration
(uniformly distributed between 20 and 40 seconds) from a
server that is chosen randomly among all servers. There exists
a sleeping duration (uniformly distributed between 5 and 10
seconds) for each client between consecutive connections to
another server.

We consider the delay between control and data plane in
an emulation environment where controller(s) and switches
reside in a common physical machine or in the same local area
network. Therefore, delay (with normal distribution with 50 ms
mean and 5 ms variance) between controller and switches is
emulated using NetEm [16] by applying a delay to loopback
Ethernet interfaces of each machine which carries controller
and switches of particular domains.

B. Results

In the experimental scenario, 2 DASH clients, which are
located in Domain 1 in Fig.4, with BE and BE+ service-levels
are requesting segments of an HD video content (TearsOfSteel
encoded at 4 adaptation levels ranging from 3 Mbps to 10
Mbps) from the host running an HTTP server located in
Domain 6.

Based on the inter-domain path calculations and negotia-
tions, video flows of the BE client and BE+ client initially
pass through Domain 4 and Domain 3, respectively. As we
intentionally increase the congestion in Domain 3 around 210th

second, Domain 1 controller re-negotiates the service of BE+
client and signals the new inter-domain path passing over
Domain 4 which is nearly congested. Fig.5 shows the change
of inter-domain path for BE+ client. Within Domain 4, we
note that BE+ client receives higher quality video segments
compared to BE client as it has better service-level. The
variations in the received throughput are due to client side
adaptation implementation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

From a service provider perspective, the proposed ser-
vice framework enables efficient and flexible management
of resources over a multi-domain service provider network.
Standard SDN applications perform network functions such
as flow routing, QoS provisioning, load balancing, security
policy enforcement within a single domain. The proposed
multi-domain extensions and service-level negotiation between
controllers of its sub-networks will make these functionality
available over its entire network.
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Fig. 4: Exemplary emulation environment with six SDN domains over two regions

From a content-provider or end-user perspective, the pro-
posed service framework makes E2E services with different
service-levels possible, where source and destination of a
service may reside in different domains possibly managed by
different authorities.

Our Mininet Cluster based emulation environment enables
us to conduct large-scale tests by distributing controllers,
nodes and links over several remote servers. The emulation
results show that i) the system is able to perform Controller-to-
Controller communication, which is an essential element of a
fully-distributed multi-domain SDN architecture, ii) the system
is highly scalable and allows fast provisioning of new service
requests with E2E QoS across multiple domains, and iii) the
system is able to re-route the inter-domain traffic dynamically
in case negotiated SLA cannot be delivered.

In the future, we foresee multi-domain wide area SDN
with multiple internet service providers, and content-providers,
each managing their own SDN domain, but cooperate with
each other for E2E path calculations and routing decisions
when crossing domains. Furthermore, specialized services
with multiple E2E service levels will be enabled on such multi-
domain wide area SDN. This paper shows the feasibility of
these concepts.

Table 1

25 261 262 Client-BE   Flow over Domain 4 Client-BE+ Flow over Domain 3 Client-BE+ Flow over Domain 4

3020034 3020034 0 4 3,020034 3,020034 0

3020034 3020034 0 8 3,020034 3,020034 0

3020034 3020034 0 12 3,020034 3,020034 0

3020034 3020034 0 16 3,020034 3,020034 0

3020034 10068142 0 20 3,020034 10,068142 0

3020034 10068142 0 24 3,020034 10,068142 0

4028318 3020034 0 28 4,028318 3,020034 0

6045023 3020034 0 32 6,045023 3,020034 0

4028318 6045023 0 36 4,028318 6,045023 0

10068142 3020034 0 40 10,068142 3,020034 0

6045023 3020034 0 44 6,045023 3,020034 0

4028318 4028318 0 48 4,028318 4,028318 0

3020034 3020034 0 52 3,020034 3,020034 0

4028318 10068142 0 56 4,028318 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 60 6,045023 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 64 6,045023 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 68 6,045023 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 72 6,045023 10,068142 0

3020034 10068142 0 76 3,020034 10,068142 0

3020034 10068142 0 80 3,020034 10,068142 0

3020034 10068142 0 84 3,020034 10,068142 0

4028318 10068142 0 88 4,028318 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 92 6,045023 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 96 6,045023 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 100 6,045023 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 104 6,045023 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 108 6,045023 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 112 6,045023 10,068142 0

10068142 10068142 0 116 10,068142 10,068142 0

10068142 10068142 0 120 10,068142 10,068142 0

10068142 10068142 0 124 10,068142 10,068142 0

10068142 10068142 0 128 10,068142 10,068142 0

10068142 10068142 0 132 10,068142 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 136 6,045023 10,068142 0

3020034 10068142 0 140 3,020034 10,068142 0

3020034 10068142 0 144 3,020034 10,068142 0

3020034 10068142 0 148 3,020034 10,068142 0

3020034 10068142 0 152 3,020034 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 156 6,045023 10,068142 0

4028318 4028318 0 160 4,028318 4,028318 0

4028318 3020034 0 164 4,028318 3,020034 0

4028318 3020034 0 168 4,028318 3,020034 0

4028318 4028318 0 172 4,028318 4,028318 0

3020034 10068142 0 176 3,020034 10,068142 0

4028318 10068142 0 180 4,028318 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 184 6,045023 10,068142 0

4028318 10068142 0 188 4,028318 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 192 6,045023 10,068142 0

10068142 10068142 0 196 10,068142 10,068142 0

6045023 10068142 0 200 6,045023 10,068142 0

4028318 10068142 0 204 4,028318 10,068142 0

3020034 10068142 0 208 3,020034 10,068142 0

3020034 10068142 0 212 3,020034 10,068142 0

4028318 10068142 0 216 4,028318 10,068142 0

3020034 10068142 0 220 3,020034 10,068142 0

3020034 3020034 0 224 3,020034 3,020034 0

3020034 3020034 0 228 3,020034 3,020034 0

3020034 0 0 232 3,020034 0 0

3020034 0 0 236 3,020034 0 0

3020034 0 6045023 240 3,020034 0 6,045023

4028318 0 4028318 244 4,028318 0 4,028318

4028318 0 6045023 248 4,028318 0 6,045023

3020034 0 4028318 252 3,020034 0 4,028318
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3020034 0 10068142 284 3,020034 0 10,068142

4028318 0 6045023 288 4,028318 0 6,045023

4028318 0 10068142 292 4,028318 0 10,068142

4028318 0 6045023 296 4,028318 0 6,045023

3020034 0 6045023 300 3,020034 0 6,045023

3020034 0 6045023 304 3,020034 0 6,045023

3020034 0 6045023 308 3,020034 0 6,045023

3020034 0 10068142 312 3,020034 0 10,068142

3020034 0 10068142 316 3,020034 0 10,068142

3020034 0 6045023 320 3,020034 0 6,045023

3020034 0 6045023 324 3,020034 0 6,045023

4028318 0 10068142 328 4,028318 0 10,068142

3020034 0 10068142 332 3,020034 0 10,068142

3020034 0 6045023 336 3,020034 0 6,045023

4028318 0 6045023 340 4,028318 0 6,045023

3020034 0 6045023 344 3,020034 0 6,045023

3020034 0 4028318 348 3,020034 0 4,028318

3020034 0 4028318 352 3,020034 0 4,028318

3020034 0 10068142 356 3,020034 0 10,068142

3020034 0 10068142 360 3,020034 0 10,068142

3020034 0 10068142 364 3,020034 0 10,068142

6045023 0 6045023 368 6,045023 0 6,045023

3020034 0 3020034 372 3,020034 0 3,020034

3020034 0 3020034 376 3,020034 0 3,020034

3020034 0 6045023 380 3,020034 0 6,045023

4028318 0 10068142 384 4,028318 0 10,068142

3020034 0 6045023 388 3,020034 0 6,045023

3020034 0 4028318 392 3,020034 0 4,028318

3020034 0 6045023 396 3,020034 0 6,045023

3020034 0 6045023 400 3,020034 0 6,045023

3020034 0 3020034 404 3,020034 0 3,020034

3020034 0 4028318 408 3,020034 0 4,028318

6045023 0 6045023 412 6,045023 0 6,045023

3020034 0 6045023 416 3,020034 0 6,045023

6045023 0 6045023 420 6,045023 0 6,045023

6045023 0 10068142 424 6,045023 0 10,068142

10068142 0 6045023 428 10,068142 0 6,045023

10068142 0 10068142 432 10,068142 0 10,068142

6045023 0 10068142 436 6,045023 0 10,068142

6045023 0 10068142 440 6,045023 0 10,068142

3020034 0 3020034 444 3,020034 0 3,020034

3020034 0 6045023 448 3,020034 0 6,045023

6045023 0 4028318 452 6,045023 0 4,028318

3020034 0 6045023 456 3,020034 0 6,045023

3020034 0 4028318 460 3,020034 0 4,028318
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Fig. 5: Bitrates for received video at different MPEG-DASH
clients with different service-levels.
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